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Reply to Osterburg et al.: To study human
inflammatory diseases in humans
Osterburg et al. (1) raise questions from our
recent publication (2). First, in our program,
a single mouse strain, C57B/6, was selected
because it has been the most commonly used
in the field for decades. Furthermore, all
strains of mice are remarkably resistant to
LPS relative to humans. If anything, C57B/6
mice are less resistant and therefore poten-
tially closer to the human response than
many other mouse strains (3). Last, figure 4
and table 1 of ref. 2 show that our results are
consistent with those of other independent
mouse studies and not specific to strain,
model, or investigator.
Osterburg et al. (1) question whether the

choice of time intervals was appropriate.
Gene recoveries in mouse models differ
markedly compared with those in complex
human diseases. In general, time course
comparisons are much more rigorous than
single time point or cross-sectional studies
in capturing the similarities and differen-
ces in the gene changes between humans
and mice (4). We performed the time
course comparison and compared multiple
characteristics of the response in humans
and mice, including directionality and
maximum magnitude of the changes (fig-
ures 1, 4, and S1 and table 1 of ref. 2), the
response time and recovery time of the
changes (figures 2B and S5 of ref. 2), and
time course patterns (figures 2A, S6, and
S7 of ref. 2). For both species, the gene

response time occurred within the first 6–
12 h (figure S5 of ref. 2).
Regarding the technical and statistical

issues raised by Osterburg et al., instead of
comparing the raw expression values from
the microarrays between human and mouse,
the comparisons were performed on the
changes of expression values between disease
conditions and controls within each species,
where the same array platform was used for
each of the species. The annotation of –R2

was explained in the figure 3 legend and table
1 of ref. 2.
The myriad of ways that mice differ from

humans including the different time intervals
and the fact that mouse and human leuko-
cyte cell populations differ raise the impor-
tant question as to whether it is appropriate
to try to adjust the model system to more
closely compare similar features. To try to
adjust or somehow correct for the mouse–
human differences either in cell number, time
course, or in any other way would introduce
artifact. In our study, for example, had we
adjusted the leukocyte populations, the
genomics would not have reflected the in
vivo condition.
Our article provides data for what most

investigators already know from their expe-
riences: current mouse models poorly reflect
human inflammatory diseases. We are not
damning all mouse models. Rather, we pro-
pose that the scientific community raise the

bar to require model systems to more
accurately reproduce the molecular fea-
tures of human inflammatory disease and
we should reprioritize our infrastructure,
resources, tools, and methodologies to study
human inflammatory diseases in humans.
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